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 ひ 
こCorresponding author┺ stella┻pytharouliｌstrath┻ac┻uk など  なな  なに  なぬ 
Abstract なね UAVs have been used in engineering for at least two decades┸ mainly focusing on structural なの health monitoring┸ geological surveys and site inspections┸ especially at cases where a rapid なは assessment is required┸ for example after a natural disaster┻ While there is a wide range of なば recognition algorithms for the automatic identification of structural damage┸ structural なぱ geological features etc┻ from the acquired images┸ the parameters affecting the resolution of なひ these images are often overlooked┻ As a result┸ the UAV technology is not used at its full にど potential and at times┸ it is even regarded as leading to poor outcomes┻ This paper discusses the にな main parameters affecting the resolution of the images acquired by a UAV┻ We present a case にに study of the structural geological mapping of a coastal area carried out using two types of UAVs┺ にぬ a fixed wing and a hexacopter┻ A comparison between the structural geological maps based on にね the orthophotos and one produced using conventional techniques shows that the level of detail にの is the same and the time spent is at least の times less when using a UAV┻ The fixed wing is faster には and therefore┸ can cover large areas while the copter gives better resolution images as it can fly にば at lower heights┻ The latter is cost and time effective only if it is used for surveys limited to small にぱ areas┻ The characterization of some structural geological features has not been possible based にひ solely on the orthophotos┻ We show that in order to achieve the desired accuracy┸ a ground ぬど sample distance of at least half that value is required┻ We discuss technical aspects┸ such as the ぬな effect of topography and UAV orientation on the overlap value┸ the camera calibration┸ number ぬに of control points and lighting conditions┸ that should be taken into account prior to flying a UAV ぬぬ and provide recommendations on how to obtain optimum results┸ i┻e┻ orthophotos that suit the ぬね needs of the project┻   ぬの 
Keywords┺ UAV┸ fixed wing┸ VTOL┸ mapping┸ image resolution┸ engineering geological survey ぬは                                                         さ Deceased on のth March にどなば 
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な┻ INTRODUCTION ぬば Unmanned Aerial Vehicles ゅUAVsょ allow for the effective monitoring of large areas of land and ぬぱ existing infrastructure within a very short time compared to conventional techniques┸ a ぬひ favourable characteristic┸ especially at cases where urgent intervention is required┸ e┻g┻ when a ねど natural disaster occurs┸ e┻g┻ a rock slide ゅGreenwood et al┻┸ にどなは┹ Tannant et al┻┸ にどなばょ┹ にどなは ねな Kaikura earthquake┸ New Zealand ゅErickson┸ にどなばょ┸ or when inspection is necessary but the ねに site cannot be accessed due to Health and Safety concerns┸ e┻g┻ にどなな Fukushima earthquake┸ ねぬ Japan ゅAckerman┸ にどななょ┻ The main principle is that a UAV takes aerial images┸ incorporated ねね with spatial data based on GNSS and【or Inertial Measurement Unit ゅIMUょ┸ over an area to finally ねの produce a high resolution ぬD point cloud that can be used for a wide range of geological┸ ねは civil【mining engineering applications and projects┻ The images are all processed to form a ねば single image ゅmosaicょ representing the area of interest┻ This image is geometrically corrected ねぱ ゅorthomosaicょ and georeferenced and can be used to extract information such as distances and ねひ locations┸ in the same way as a map┻  のど UAVs have significantly developed during the last decades┻ They operate remotely in the form のな of small platforms carrying cameras and┸ for the majority of applications┸ are available as small のに or micro aircrafts or Vertical take┽off and landing ゅVTOLょ copters with four ゅquadcoptersょ┸ six のぬ ゅhexacoptersょ or more propellers ゅHackney and Clayton┸ にどなの┹ Jordan┸ にどなのょ┻ Currently┸ most のね of them are equipped with GNSS receivers and【or other sensors ゅe┻g┻┸ Inertial System sensors┸ のの etc┻ょ┻ Telemetry facilities are frequently deployed for data transmission and【or management in のは almost real time when an immediate reaction is necessary ゅJordan┸ にどなのょ┻ The leading のば application of UAVs is undoubtedly ぬ┽dimensional ゅぬDょ mapping┸ visualisation and modeling┸ のぱ thus contributing to applications such as topographic surveys┸ photogrammetric solutions┸ のひ progress monitoring┸ disaster analysis┸ archaeological mapping┸ agriculture and forestry ゅe┻g┻┸ はど Remondino et al┸ にどなな┹ Niethammer et al┻┸ にどなに┹ Draeyer and Strecha┸ にどなね┹ Cryderman et al┻┸ はな にどなのょ┻ A detailed discussion on the evolution of UAVs and the state of the art of this technology はに is given in a review work by Watts et al┻ ゅにどなにょ and Colomina and Molina ゅにどなねょ┻ The latter はぬ conclude that the majority of commercial applications is supported by UAVs┸ the market of はね which is progressively developed┺ the UAV production┸ the civil【 commercial applications and はの the research on UAVs have increased by はぱガ┸ ばぱガ and ののガ┸ respectively┸ between にどどの and はは にどなぬ ゅColomina and Molina┸ にどなね┹ Table な┸ p┻ ぱどょ┻  はば With the ever increasing use of UAVs there have been a number of studies focusing on the はぱ efficiency of UAVs in geotechnical┸ geological and other engineering applications┻ Siebert and はひ 



ぬ  

Teizer ゅにどなねょ used a UAV technology for the estimation of position errors and volume ばど uncertainty estimation in construction and other civil engineering projects ゅe┻g┻┸ roadworks┸ ばな excavation┸ mining works┸ etc┻ょ┻ Error in heights was determined at the level of about ね cm when ばに the flight level was at ぬど m and the difference in a volume of ねねど mぬ was found to be ばぬ approximately ひガ as compared to the figure obtained by conventional surveying using GPS┻ ばね Similar results and techniques are also reported in Draeyer and Strecha ゅにどなねょ for the ばの determination of stockpile volumes and in Raeva et al ゅにどなはょ for the case of mining in quarries┻  ばは Engineering geology mapping surveys include detailed mapping of the outcrop┸ annotation of ばば all features┸ names┸ dips and strikes that allow for the characterization of the site┻ UAVs can ばぱ produce a very detailed image of the outcrop ゅe┻g┻ Peng et al┻┸ にどなば┹ Martínez┽Martínez et al┻┸ ばひ にどなばょ but┸ in most cases┸ there is the need for someone to go on site for reconnaissance ぱど ゅCawood et al┻┸ にどなばょ┻ New developments on algorithms and image processing techniques ぱな permitted the automatic identification of types of rocks┸ faults┸ dip and strike measurements so ぱに manual work can significantly be reduced┸ e┻g┻ Michlethwaite et al┻ ゅにどなにょ┹ Stumpf et al┻ ゅにどなぬょ┹ ぱぬ Vasuki et al┻ ゅにどなねょ┹ Bemis et al┻ ゅにどなねょ┻  ぱね Based on the reviewed literature┸ there are no easily accessible guidelines available regarding ぱの the choice of some of the parameters that greatly affect the quality of photos and consequently ぱは the orthomosaic obtained from a UAV e┻g┻ overlap between photos┸ flight height┸ light ぱば conditions┸ specifications of the lens and camera┸ and weather conditions┻ As a result┸ if the user ぱぱ is not experienced or does not have a basic knowledge on surveying and photogrammetry ぱひ ゅquite common considering the wide range of UAV user backgroundsょ┸ a poor quality ひど orthomosaic is produced on which an automated image algorithm can do little┻ This frequently ひな leads to the misconception that a poor outcome is always due to limitations of the UAV ひに technology┻ This paper focuses on the use of UAVs for engineering mapping surveys and makes ひぬ recommendations on the parameters that should be considered prior to flying a UAV in order ひね to achieve optimum resolution of the obtained images┻ A case study on the mapping of ひの structural geological features at an outcrop along the coast of South Ayrshire ゅScotlandょ is also ひは presented┻ ひば 
 ひぱ 
に┻ PRINCIPLES OF PHOTOGRAMMETRY AND CHOICE OF FLIGHT PARAMETERS  ひひ There are a number of technical parameters that need to be considered prior to flying a UAV┺ などど the required resolution of the orthophotos┸ the flight height┸ the overlap between the photos┸ などな the lens and camera characteristics┻ These parameters are important because they┸ not only などに 
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affect the resolution of the obtained images┸ but also the time spent on site and the post┽などぬ processing time and effort for the production of the point cloud and the orthomosaic┻ In などね addition┸ the resolution of the final orthomosaic significantly affects the amount of information などの that can be extracted and any results obtained from the use of automatic feature detection などは algorithms┻ などば For engineering geological mapping surveys┸ a spatial resolution of less than などcm is generally などぱ good┻ This translates to a requirement of maximum などcm【pixel┸ i┻e┻ the Ground Sample などひ Distance ゅGSD┸ the distance on the ground between the centres of two adjacent pixelsょ should ななど be などcm【pixel or less┻ For a certain GSD┸ the flight height depends on the focal length FL┸ the ななな sensor width Sw and the number of pixels per photo width PN ゅHe et al┻┸ にどなにょ ななに      ܨு ൌ ܦܵܩ כ ܨ כ ಿௌೈ               ゅなょ ななぬ where ななね 
FH is the flight height ゅmょ ななの 
GSD is the ground sample distance ゅmょ ななは 
FL  is the focal length ゅmmょ ななば 
PN is the number of pixels per image width ななぱ 
Sw is the sensor width ゅmmょ ななひ From eq┻ な it is evident that keeping the flight height┸ number of pixels per image width and  なにど sensor width the same and increasing the focal length┸ results in a better GSD┸ i┻e┻ spatial なにな resolution┻ For example┸ for a flight height of ばのm┸ a sensor width of ぬの┻ひmm and ばぬはど number なにに of pixels per image width┸ a lens with なのmm focal length gives a GSD of に┻ねcm【pixel┻ This value なにぬ becomes equal to な┻のcm【pixel and なcm【pixel for a lens with focal length of にのmm and ぬのmm┸ なにね respectively┻  なにの However┸ the GSD and the camera used are not the only parameters that should be considered なには before choosing the flight height┻ Other factors to be accounted for are the flight time and the なにば number of images required to cover a specific area┻ Both depend on the overlap percentage┸ i┻e┻ なにぱ the percentage of the same area on the ground covered by adjacent images as shown in Figure なにひ なb┻ In general┸ an overlap value of more than はどガ for the forward overlap and at least にどガ for なぬど the side overlap is considered adequate in photogrammetry in order for an orthomosaic to be なぬな created┻ In practice┸ for UAVs┸ a higher overlap value┸ e┻g┻ ぱどガ┽ぱのガ┸ would minimize the なぬに possibility of gaps in the orthomosaic and is recommended ゅCampbell and Wynne┸ にどななょ┻ なぬぬ However┸ it might not always be achievable due to camera triggering limitations and the flight なぬね 
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parameters┻ For example┸ in the absence of wind┸ a UAV that flies at にぬ┻の m【s equipped with a なぬの camera that has a triggering limitation of な Hz will need a flight height at which にぬ┻の m なぬは represents にどガ of the along track image footprint to achieve an ぱどガ forward overlap┻ For a なぬば sensor size of にねmm and a focal length of ぬのmm┸ it needs なばの m above ground level to achieve なぬぱ an along track image footprint that lets the camera capture ぱどガ forward overlap┻ This flight なぬひ height might not allow for the desired image resolution┻ Furthermore┸ there might be additional なねど limitations┸ e┻g┻ the maximum flight height in the UK is のどどft ゅapproximately なのに mょ ゅCivil なねな Aviation Authority┸ にどなはょ which means that a flight height of なばのm is not permitted┻ なねに From trigonometry┸ the Ground distance GDx ゅfootprint perpendicular to the flight lineょ is なねぬ related to the flight height FH┸ the focal length FL and the sensor width Sw as ゅsee Figure なa for なねね referenceょ なねの GDx サ ゅFH 【FLょ こ Sw      ゅにょ なねは Similarly the Ground distance GDy ゅfootprint along the flight lineょ is given by なねば GDy サ ゅFH 【FLょ こ SL      ゅぬょ なねぱ where SL is the sensor size in the direction perpendicular to the flight line┻ なねひ The flight line spacing FLS ゅFigure なbょ is fiven by なのど FLS サ GDxこゅな┽side overlapょ    ゅねょ なのな while the number of flight lines NFL is equal to  なのに      NFL サ W 【 FLS      ゅのょ なのぬ where W is the width of the surveyed area┻ なのね The distance between the images Di is given by なのの      Di サ GDyこゅな┽forward overlapょ   ゅはょ なのは The number of images per flight line of length L is なのば      Ni サ ゅL ギ GDy【にょ【Di     ゅばょ なのぱ and the total number of images per flight is equal to なのひ      NTi サ NFLこNi      ゅぱょ なはど 
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 なはな 

For example┸ the Sony AばR camera has a sensor size ぬひ┻のmm x にねmm┻ If the area to be surveyed なはに is にどどm x などどm┸ using a lens with a focal length of なのmm and a flight height of ばのm would result なはぬ in a ground distance ゅfootprintょ for each photo of なひば┻のm x なにどm ゅequations ゅにょ and ゅぬょ なはね respectivelyょ┻ The spacing between the flight lines for an overlap of ぱどガ ゅど┻ぱょ is ぬひ┻のm ゅeq┻ねょ なはの and the number of flight lines required for an area of width などどm is ぬ ゅrounded up from eq┻のょ┻ なはは The distance between the images is にねm ゅeq┻はょ and the number of images per flight line ゅlength なはば equal to にどどmょ is なな ゅrounded up from eq┻ばょ┻ This brings the total number of acquired images なはぱ for this area to ぬぬ ゅeq┻ぱょ┻ なはひ For the Sony AばR camera ゅmounted on Trimble UXの HP fixed wingょ Figure に summarises how なばど the GSD┸ the flight time and the number of acquired images change with the flight height and なばな the focal length ゅlensょ for an area of なkm x なkm┻ Numbers in Figure にa and c have been なばに calculated using eq┻ゅなょ ‒ゅぱょ while Figure にb numbers were calculated using the Trimble Flight なばぬ Calculator ゅhttp┺【【uas┻trimble┻com【calculatorょ┻ なばね From Figure に it is evident that the focal length of the camera plays a significant role on the なばの flight height as it can result in the same or even better resolution at twice the flight height to なばは the one achieved by a lens with a smaller focal length ゅFigure にaょ┻ Choosing a higher flight height なばば reduces the flight time ゅFigure にbょ and the post┽processing time since the number of acquired なばぱ images covering the same area is significantly smaller┻ なばひ When the camera and focal length ゅlensょ do not change┸ the impact of the flight height on the なぱど image resolution┸ the flight time and number of images is more prominent┻ Figure ぬゅaょ  and ゅbょ なぱな show the effect of the flight height on the change of the GSD┸ the number of images acquired and なぱに 

ゅaょ ゅbょ 
Figure の ゅaょ Schematic diagram ゅnot in scaleょ showing the relationship between the flight height┸ the focal length┸ the sensor 
size and the ground distance┻ ゅbょ Schematic representation of the flight lines ゅred solid arrow linesょ above the area of interest 
ゅdashed lineょ the forward and side overlap and the flight line spacing┻ The blue rectangles represent the footprint of images
on the ground┻ Figure not in scale┻ 
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the flight time ゅcalculated using the Trimble Flight Calculatorょ for a survey area of なkmに and なぱぬ ど┻どなkmに┸ respectively┻ The results refer to an Olympus E┽PLば camera with a なねmm lens┸ なぱね mounted on Trimble ZXの ゅhexacopterょ┻ This allowed for a wider range of flight height values なぱの compared to those for the fixed wing┻ なぱは 

As can be seen from Figure ぬa┸ the resolution of the images ゅGSD valueょ could be better than なぱば ど┻なcm【pixel┸ however┸ this would require ぬには flights ゅor at least ね┻の days for a maximum time なぱぱ of にど minutes per flight for the ZXのょ┻ Even if the flight time was acceptable┸ the total number of なぱひ acquired images ゅｂな┸ののど┸どどどょ would have made the post┽processing impossible┻ A relatively なひど manageable number of images┸ i┻e┻ less than ぱ┸どどど┸ for a commonly used computer┸ would なひな translate to a flight height of ばのm or less for a なkmに survey area┻ But the required flight time is なひに still quite high at ねぬの min ゅmore than ば hoursょ resulting in the need of にに flights┻ Even at a flight なひぬ height of なのどm┸ the required number of flights to cover the なkmに area would be など┻ なひね 

Figure は Change of ゅaょ the GSD┸ ゅbょ the flight time and ゅcょ the number of acquired images with the flight height and the focal length 
ゅlensょ for a survey area of のkm x のkm as obtained for the Sony AぴR camera mounted on Trimble UXひ HP ゅfixed wingょ┻ The dashed 
horizontal line in ゅbょ denotes the threshold of ばひ mins which is the maximum time per flight for the UXひ HP┻ 
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These numbers reduce by at least に orders of magnitude if the area to be surveyed is smaller as なひの shown in Figure ぬゅbょ┻ While the value of the GSD does not change for the same flight height なひは between Figure ぬゅaょ and Figure ぬゅbょ┸ the differences in the required flight times and number of なひば acquired images are significant┻ An area of ど┻なkm x ど┻なkm can be surveyed with a single flight なひぱ ゅなは minutesょ at にのm flight height┸ resulting in a GSD value smaller than なcm【pixel┻ なひひ 

The choice in the range of values used for the flight height in Figure に and ぬ was dictated by にどど aviation regulations┻ In the UK┸ the maximum flight height above ground level ゅAGLょ and the にどな maximum horizontal distance from the person in charge are defined by the Civil Aviation にどに Authority ゅCAAょ as なにに m ゅねどどftょ and のどどm ゅVisual Line Of Sight┸ VLOS ょ and なのにm ゅのどどftょ and にどぬ ばのどm ゅExtended VLOS┸ EVLOSょ┸ respectively┻ In other European countries the flight height is にどね なのどm┸ in the US it is ねどどft ゅなににmょ┻ There are also limitations due to the UAV technology itself┻ にどの For example┸ for the fixed wing and the hexacopter used in this study┸ the minimum flight height にどは is ばのm and にどm ゅfor an autonomous flightょ┸ respectively┻ にどば 
ぬ┻ CASE STUDY┺ STRUCTURAL GEOLOGICAL MAPPING OF A SEDIMENTARY OUTCROP IN にどぱ 

SOUTH AYRSHIRE ゅSCOTLANDょ にどひ 

Figure ば Change of the GSD ゅblueょ┸ the flight time ゅgreenょ and the number of acquired images ゅyellowょ with the flight height for 
an area of ゅaょ のkm x のkm and ゅbょ ね┻のkm x ね┻のkm┻ The focal length ゅlensょ is のぱmm and the camera used is the Olympus E┽PLぴ 
mounted on Trimble ZXひ ゅhexacopterょ┻ The dashed horizontal line denotes the threshold of はね mins which is the maximum time 
per flight for the ZXひ┻ Note that the y┽axis for both plots is in logarithmic scale┻ 
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We tested the UAV technology on a project demanding high resolution┺ the structural geological になど mapping of a fault zone outcrop in Scotland╆s south┽west coast┻ The field area is located on になな Whitehouse Shore┸ a rocky beach a few miles south of the town of Girvan┸ South Ayrshire┻ The になに outcrop has well exposed sedimentary and structural geological features ゅFigure ねょ and is になぬ located within an Ordovician inlier in the Midland Valley Terrane ゅMcCay┸ にどなねょ┻ The area has になね been mapped in detail as part of previous projects ゅLawson and Weedon┸ なひひに┹ McCay┸ にどなねょ になの and therefore┸ constituted a favourable site that allowed for comparisons between the になは previously generated maps from conventional geological mapping surveys and maps generated になば as part of this case study based solely on orthomosaics┻  になぱ 

The UXの HP ゅfixed wingょ and ZXの ゅhexacopterょ of TRIMBLE were used for the data collection になひ for this case study ゅFigure ねinsetょ┻ Their main technical characteristics are provided in Table な┻ ににど 
 ににな 
Table な┻ Main technical characteristics of TRIMBLE UXの HP and ZXの ににに 

 UXの HP ZXの Type Fixed Wing Rotary Wing Dimensions などど x はの x など┻の cm ぱの x ねひ cm Camera Sony AばR┸ ぬは MP                          Olympus E┽PLば┸ なは MP                   Image dimensions ばぬはど x ねひなに pixels ねはどぱ x ぬねのは pixels Focal length なの mm なね mm Sensor size ぬひ┻のmm x にねmm なば┻ぬmm x なぬmm  ににぬ For the field measurements┸ two flights were planned using the UXの HP and the ZXの copter┻ ににね Table に summarises the parameters considered for the flight plan┻ ににの  にには 
 ににば 

Figure ぱ The outcrop along Whitehouse Shore┸ South Ayrshire┸ Scotland┻ Inset left┺ the UXひ HP┻ Inset right┺ the ZXひ hexacopter┻ 
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Table に┻ Flight plan parameters for the Whitehouse Shore outcrop survey┻ ににぱ  ににひ 
 UXの HP ZXの Flight height FHゅmょ ばひ ぬど Area length┸ L ゅmょ なにどこ のはこ Area width┸ W ゅmょ ののこ はねこ Forward overlap ゅガょ ぱば ぱひ Side overlap ゅガょ ぱば ぱひ こThese are nominal dimensions as the actual shape of the areas surveyed with the UXの HP and ZXの was not rectangular┻ にぬど  にぬな The field measurements at Whitehouse Shore lasted about four hours including necessary work にぬに prior to the flights on the establishment of five control points along the beach┻ The take off of にぬぬ the UXの HP took place at a location approximately のどどm away from the beach┻ The flight lasted にぬね ぱ minutes┻ The flight with the ZXの lasted approximately なね minutes┻ The take off and landing にぬの took place directly on the beach area┻ Figure のゅaょ and ゅbょ show the final orthomosaics obtained にぬは from the UXの HP and ZXの┸ respectively┻  にぬば Using the orthomosaics and software ╅Trimble Business Centre┸ TBC╆┸ two structural geological にぬぱ maps were produced and presented in Figure ばFigure は and Figure はFigure ば┻ These maps にぬひ contain the main geological formations of the area under consideration┸ such as thrust faults┸ にねど strike┽slip faults┸ fractures┸ joints and other geological structures┻ Several thrust faults ゅshown にねな as red dashed lines in Figure ばFigure は and Figure はFigure ば┸ respectivelyょ have been にねに recognised over the field site┻ Another significant geological feature of the field site┸ clearly にねぬ observed and delineated┸ is the middle or main strike┽slip fault also shown in the maps┻ It is にねね represented by a thick red line labelled ╉Main Fault Gully╊┻ Also┸ a splay is illustrated close to にねの the main strike┽slip fault showing almost the same direction┻ The main┽strike slip fault contains にねは an extensive uncemented brecciated zone which is composed by pebbles and sand ゅblue area にねば in Figure ばFigure は and Figure はFigure ばょ┻ This zone is also present near the splay fault and is にねぱ labelled ╉covered zone╊┻ The covered zone is surrounded by two rocks┹ red mudstone and green にねひ mudstone ゅshown as grey and green area┸ respectively┸ in Figure ばFigure は and Figure はFigure にのど ばょ┻ Sandstone bands are observed along the red mudstone┻ Furthermore┸ a series of joints and にのな shear fractures are clearly detected mainly around the strike┽slip fault┻ Shear fractures are にのに primarily characterised over the study area by their small scale offsets of the sandstone bands にのぬ and thrust faults┸ as it is also reported in McCay ゅにどなねょ┻ Shear fractures are quite different from にのね the strike┽slip faults not only concerning their smaller offset but also due to their simple にのの composition┻ Two typical cases of shear fractures labelled as ╅Fracture with Green Halo╆ and にのは 
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╅Carbonate Vein╆ were observed┻ The colour and resolution of the images did not allow for the にのば characterization of other visible fractures and joints ゅlabelled as ╅Unidentified Fractures╆ょ┻ にのぱ  にのひ 

Figure ひ Orthorectified photos from the surveyed area ゅaょ by the UXひ HP and ゅbょ by the ZXひ┻  

ゅaょ ゅbょ 
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Due to the lower flight height and lower speed ゅぬm【sec as opposed to にぬ┻のm【sec for the UXの にはど HPょ the map produced using the ZXの orthomosaic is more detailed compared to the map from にはな the UXの HP┻ According to the theoretical GSD value for the ZXの┸ i┻e┻ ど┻ぱcm【pixel┸ we should have にはに 

Figure ぴび Detailed georeferenced map of the surveyed area using the UXひ HP showing the distribution and locations of the 
geological structural features┻ The map is overlayed on the orthomosaic from the images obtained by the UXひ HP┻ 

Figure びぴ Detailed georeferenced map of the surveyed area using the ZXひ showing the distribution and locations of the 
geological structural features┻ The map is overlayed on the orthomosaic from the images obtained by the ZXひ┻ 
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been able to distinguish objects that ゅなょ have a length or width of at least ぱmm or more┸ and ゅにょ にはぬ are ぱmm apart or more┻ On the SW part of the surveyed area shown in Figure はFigure ば the にはね geological formation of green mudstone covers a larger area than that of Figure ばFigure は due にはの to the high resolution of ZXの that made possible to identify the limit of the green mudstone in にはは the orthomosaic┻ This was not possible to achieve in the orthomosaic of UXの HP where the limits にはば of the formation were not distinct┻ In addition┸ in the area covered by red mudstone ゅNE areaょ┸ にはぱ more fractures are detected in the map based on the ZXの orthomosaic ゅFigure はFigure ばょ にはひ compared to those in the map based on the UXの HP orthomosaic ゅFigure ばFigure はょ despite the にばど fact that for the vast majority of them┸ their nature remains unidentified on both maps┻  にばな In an attempt to determine some of the main geometrical characteristics┸ i┻e┻ width and length┸ にばに of the structural geological features that were identified in the orthomosaics┸ we selected a well┽ にばぬ defined joint ゅFigure ぱaょ┻ Its length and width were measured in the field and found equal to にばね ど┻ひぬは m and ど┻どぬね m┸ respectively┻ The length was measured using a measuring tape┻ The error にばの of these measurements was within なmm┻ The determination of both the width and the length にばは of the joint using exclusively the orthomosaic was not straight forward┻ Although┸ the GSD value にばば 

Figure ふ Determination of geometrical characteristics┸ i┻e┻ length and width┸ of a joint┻ ゅaょ zoomed area of the orthomosaic of 
Figure ひb┻ The yellow arrow points at the selected joint┻ ゅbょ Zoom at the right end of the selected joint in ゅaょ┻ The width of the joint 
could be determined as the length of the yellow line or the length of the yellow and blue lines┻ ゅcょ Zoomed area included in the 
rectangle ゅyellow dashed line in ゅbょょ┻ There is an ambiguity as to where the joint and the splay joint end┻ 

ゅaょ 

ゅbょ ゅcょ 
A B 
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is very small ゅど┻ぱcm【pixel for the ZXのょ┸ this does not mean that the accuracy that can be にばぱ achieved is the same┻ As shown in Figure ぱc the width of the joint could be defined as the length にばひ of the yellow line ゅど┻どにぬ mょ or the length of both the blue and yellow lines ゅど┻どねば mょ┻ The にぱど discrepancy is approximately twice the pixel length┻ For the joint length┸ the uncertainty is にぱな higher┺ the end of the joint could be defined at any location along the line defined between A にぱに and B in Figure ぱc┻ The uncertainty here is approximately にね mm ゅi┻e┻ three pixelsょ┻ The にぱぬ ambiguity in recognizing the edges of faults┸ fractures and joints is extensively discussed in にぱね studies focused on the development of automated recognition algorithms such as that by Kovesi にぱの ゅなひひひょ┻ にぱは  にぱば 
ね┻ DISCUSSION  にぱぱ This study focused on the optimum use of UAVs for engineering geology projects and presented にぱひ a structural geological mapping survey as a case study┻   にひど  にひな 
ね┻な Comparison with conventional geological mapping surveys  にひに There are two main advantages for the use of a UAV in engineering geological mapping surveys┻ にひぬ First┸ it requires significantly less time and effort to map an area of the same or even much にひね bigger size compared to commonly used mapping techniques┻ In this study┸ we focused on an にひの outcrop along the Whitehouse shore that had been mapped before by McCay ゅにどなねょ using にひは conventional mapping techniques ゅFigure ひょ┻ The smallest area that was surveyed in our study にひば was that obtained by the ZXの┻ This area is approximately ぬ times bigger than the area presented にひぱ in Figure ひ┻  Yet┸ it took about a fifth of the time ゅincluding the time in the field and the post┽にひひ processing timeょ to produce a structural geological map of the same dimensions and of the same ぬどど level of detail as that in Figure ひ ゅpersonal communication with Alistair McCay on なに【ひ【にどなはょ┻ ぬどな 

Figure ぶ Detailed geological map of the Whitehouse Shore produced based on conventional geological mapping survey 
techniques ゅafter McCay┸ はねのぱょ 
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The second merit of using a UAV for structural geological mapping is that the produced ぬどに orthomosaic is georeferenced┻ Where it lacks is the identification and characterization of some ぬどぬ structural geological features┻ Although in our study it was possible to identify the feature type ぬどね for most of them┸ there were some for which visual inspection was necessary and no safe ぬどの conclusions could be made based only on the image┻ It should be noted that the amount of ぬどは information that can be extracted from an image also depends on the camera calibration ゅas ぬどば discussed in the following paragraphょ and the experience of the observer┻ A more experienced ぬどぱ geologist or engineer would be more likely able to identify more feature types on an image ぬどひ compared to those identified by a less experienced person┻ This number would differ again if ぬなど using an automated recognition algorithm┻  ぬなな  ぬなに 
ね┻に Technical considerations ぬなぬ We show that for favourable weather conditions such as those prevailed in our study┸ the ぬなね achieved resolution of the orthomosaic depends on the flight height and the sensor size and ぬなの lens┻ The flight height is restricted by the type of the UAV┸ i┻e┻ copter or fixed wing┸ the aviation ぬなは regulations and the application itself┻ As shown in Figure にa the flight height can be increased ぬなば if using a lens with a bigger focal length or as derived from eq┻ な┸ a bigger sensor size┻ The last ぬなぱ two imply a high resolution camera which┸ on one hand┸ might conform with the resolution ぬなひ requirements of a project but on the other┸ results in increased cost and payload requirements┻  ぬにど For a flight height of more than ぱどm┸ a sensor size of ばぬはど pixels and a なの mm lens can achieve ぬにな a GSD better than ぱmm【pixel┸ a value that is adequate for most engineering projects┻ If a lower ぬにに height is adopted┸ for example when using a copter┸ another factor to be considered is the ぬにぬ number of images acquired as it significantly affects the post┽processing time┻ The latter ぬにね depends on the processing software used and the camera┻ UASmaster ゅTrimble Business ぬにの Centreょ┸ the software used for the processing of images in this study┸ can process などど images ぬには within な┽に hours┻ For などどど images it takes は ┽ ぱ hours ゅthis includes tasks such as tie point ぬにば extraction┸ Ground Control Point ゅGCPょ measurement and camera calibration【exterior ぬにぱ orientation┽EOょ plus な┽に hours for deliverable creation┻ For ぱどどど images the processing time ぬにひ consists of にね┽ぬは hours each for point extraction and GCP measurement【EO and ね┽は hours for ぬぬど deliverable creation┻ These times refer to an Intel Xeon dual processor ｈ に┻は GHz and ねぱGb ぬぬな RAM and indicate an almost perfect linear relationship between the number of images and the ぬぬに processing time┻ It should be noted here that for the same processor and number of images┸ the ぬぬぬ 
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camera also affects the processing time┻ For example┸ a のはMP camera will result in a ぬぬね significantly different┸ i┻e┻ three times higher┸ number of pixels per image compared to a なはMP ぬぬの camera┻ ぬぬは The number of ground control points ゅGCPょ can significantly affect the accuracy of the ぬぬば orthomosaic ゅTonkin and Mingley┸ にどなはょ┻ The number of GCPs required depends on the ぬぬぱ topography and the method used to establish a GNSS position┻ For example┸ post┽processing ぬぬひ kinematic ゅPPKょ and Real┽time kinematic ゅRTKょ only require one GCP┻  This is the minimum ぬねど GCP number recommended to allow for the control of the height component of the GNSS ぬねな measurements┻ The minimum number in all other cases is at least four or five per flight and ぬねに their geometrical distribution should be suitable for the site topography ゅTonkin and Mingley┸ ぬねぬ にどなはょ┻  ぬねね GCPs are also used for the calibration of the camera┻ The calibration of the camera models the ぬねの lens distortion┻ In most cases it is also important to calibrate for white balance┻ The latter does ぬねは not affect the accuracy of the produced orthomosaic but it affects the true colours of the ぬねば acquired images┸ which might be significant for projects related to geological mapping┻ The ぬねぱ calibration of a camera for photogrammetric purposes has been extensively discussed in the ぬねひ international literature┸ e┻g┻ Zhang┸ にどどど┹ Wang et al┻┸ にどどぱ┹ Balletti et al┻ にどなね┻   ぬのど 
ね┻ぬ User errors  ぬのな As with every other technology┸ UAVs require sensible use┻ In many cases┸ the result of a UAV ぬのに survey reflects user errors┻ One of the parameters that are controlled by the user and affect the ぬのぬ quality of the orthomosaic is the forward and side overlap┻ The recommended value for the ぬのね forward and side overlap is at least ぱどガ for mapping surveys that require high accuracy ぬのの ゅGatewing┸ にどなぬょ┻ This might not be always achievable if the shutter speed of the camera is too ぬのは slow for the chosen flight height and UAV speed┻ Also it can be compromised by not anticipating ぬのば the effects of topography and the UAV orientation overlap┻ An example of the effect of ぬのぱ topography on the overlap value is shown in Figure など┻  Figure などa shows the orthomosaic of a ぬのひ hill area┻ The black spots visible at the top left of the image are areas that lacked sufficient tie ぬはど points ゅi┻e┻ common points among the imagesょ for the images to be tied together┻ That particular ぬはな area of the orthomosaic should depict a hill┻ Figure などb shows the point cloud focusing on that ぬはに hill┻ It is rotated so that the noise in the point cloud corresponding to the black spots in the ぬはぬ orthomosaic ゅFigure などaょ is apparent┻ In this case the overlap that was chosen by the user was ぬはね ぱのガ and the flight height ひなm AGL┻ However┸ the topography was not flat ゅpresence of a hillょ ぬはの 
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and the take off point was not at the top of the hill but approximately at mid height┻ As a result┸ ぬはは the effective overlap value for the area close to the top of the hill was much smaller ゅsee Figure ぬはば ななaょ than ぱのガ┻  ぬはぱ The effect of the UAV orientation and how it compromises the overlap value is shown in Figure ぬはひ ななb┻ The pitch┸ roll and yaw values are known and provided by the inertial system┻ They help ぬばど orientate the images correctly┸ however┸ that requires a high standards IMU┻ Even then┸ if the ぬばな image isnｆt taken in the right orientation┸ e┻g┻ due to excessive yaw because of unfavourable ぬばに wind direction┸ no amount of re┽orientation will make the photos overlap┻  ぬばぬ The wind direction is not the only meteorological factor affecting the quality of a UAV survey┻ A ぬばね UAV flight should take place in good light conditions┻ Although the AutoISO can compensate for ぬばの unfavourable light conditions┸ this function might be limited in some cameras┻ A detailed ぬばは discussion on poor light conditions during a UAV flight and the resulted artefacts on the ぬばば acquired images is presented in Whitehead and Hugenholtz ゅにどなねょ┻ ぬばぱ 

Figure のね Effect of poor overlap on the orthomosaic┻ ゅaょ orthomosaic of a hill area┻ The black spots at the top left are due to poor 
overlap┻ As a result the top of the hill is missing┻ ゅbょ Point cloud of the area where the black spots in ゅaょ appear┻ The result is noise┻ 
Images courtesy of Survey Solutions Scotland Ltd┻ 

ゅaょ ゅbょ 

ゅaょ ゅbょ 
Figure のの Overlap compromise with ゅaょ topography┻ and ゅbょ with yaw┻ In ゅaょ the overlap value is the one specified by the user at 
the elevation of the launch point┻ At higher elevations┸ the effective overlap is less┸ at lower elevations the effective overlap is more┻ 
The change might be significant if the changes in the topography of the surveyed area are major┻ In ゅbょ the size of the area that is 
overlapped for two cases┸ numbered の and は┸ is shown for the same nominal overlap value for a flight with yaw ゅb┽leftょ and without 
ゅb┽rightょ┻ Figures not in scale┻ 
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Another very common misconception is that the accuracy of measurements based on the ぬばひ images acquired by a UAV survey is equal to the value of the GSD┻ Our case study has shown ぬぱど that this is not true┻ The GSD value should be at least half the accuracy required by the project ぬぱな in order to minimize the ambiguity introduced by the pixel colourings as shown in Figure ぱ┻ ぬぱに A UAV is a tool and as such it should be used for the right application┻ For mapping【monitoring ぬぱぬ of small areas┸ i┻e┻ less than など┸どどどmに┸ a VTOL ゅvertical take┽off and landingょ is more ぬぱね appropriate┸ while a fixed wing is more suitable for covering larger areas┻ Figure なに shows how ぬぱの the survey of a small area┸ as the one along the Whitehouse shore presented in this paper┸ is ぬぱは affecting the shape of the flight lines for a fixed wing aircraft┻ For the fixed wing aircraft ゅUXの ぬぱば HPょ the flight lines are not strictly straight above the area under survey as would have been in ぬぱぱ an optimum case ゅFigure なにaょ┻ Instead┸ they are curved along at least half the length of the area ぬぱひ of interest due to the turning circle required by the UXの HP┻ This results in images that have a ぬひど compromised overlap as shown in Figure ななb┻ On the contrary┸ Figure なにb shows the flight lines ぬひな for the ZXの hexacopter ゅVTOLょ over the same area┻ In this case┸ all flight lines are straight and ぬひに parallel┻ ぬひぬ  ぬひね 

 ぬひの 
の┻ CONCLUSIONS ぬひは UAVs are a promising technology with great potential as a tool in engineering geology projects┻ ぬひば As every tool┸ it requires sensible use and more importantly┸ a good understanding of the ぬひぱ surveying principles involved┻ This technology has already become the Holy Grail in mapping ぬひひ surveys┸ in many cases totally replacing terrestrial surveying equipment┺ its ability to cover ねどど large areas in very little time is a highly desirable characteristic in an era where quick and ねどな 

ゅaょ ゅbょ 
Figure のは UAV survey at Whitehouse shore┻ Flight lines for ゅaょ the UXひ HP ゅred linesょ and ゅbょ the ZXひ ゅwhite linesょ┻ The yellow 
boxes in ゅaょ and the white dots in ゅbょ indicate the locations where the camera was triggered┻ 
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effective intervention has become the norm┻ As shown from this study┸ this comes with a cost┹ ねどに high resolution images require more expensive sensors or lower flight heights and computers ねどぬ with high processing capacity to allow for processing of large numbers of images┻ An ねどね engineering approach┸ such as a compromise between the flight height and the detail that can ねどの be derived from the orthomosaics┸ is required almost at all times┸ if┸ for example┸ cost and time ねどは are the driving parameters┻ Due to the wide availability of UAVs and their ease of use┸ the ねどば number of operators with limited surveying and photogrammetric knowledge is constantly ねどぱ increasing┻ This study offers comprehensive guidance on the consideration of the main ねどひ technical parameters in order to utilize UAVs to their maximum potential┻  ねなど  ねなな 
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